COMPUTER GRAPHICS I
Common Core course for Art Appreciation Area

**THIS COURSE HAS A HIGHLY RECOMMENDED FACE TO FACE ORIENTATION MEETING**

Monday, May 23, 2011 from 6pm to 9:30pm in the Parenzo Mac Lab 113

*Please contact the instructor if you are unable to attend this meeting at bkeim@WSC.MA.EDU.*

Course Objective: This course is directed to all majors as an introduction to the use of computer graphics within the design industry and in visual communications in within varied fields in our social setting today.

Students will become familiar with basic computer graphics applications along with a brief history of the subject matter and will complete studio projects using digital imaging software.

No previous art background necessary. All are welcome to join in creating artwork via the computer.

No textbook is required, but students will need to purchase adobe Photoshop elements through any vendor of their choice and install it onto their own computer.
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